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Abstract—This paper addresses the fundamental aspects of

far-end crosstalk, while attempting to provide practical
design guidelines towards managing crosstalk. Many
treatises have been written on this topic, and this paper
merely attempts to provide some more information about
this subject that may be helpful to the design engineer.
Therefore, this paper addresses crosstalk not so much
from a theoretical perspective, but more from a practical
perspective. Whenever necessary, theoretical discussions
are included, however, they are kept to a minimum, with
an emphasis on using the theory to extract useful and
practical crosstalk mitigation guidelines. The setup for
our crosstalk discussions is a pair of coupled
microstriplines.
Far-end crosstalk mechanisms are
discussed with the intent of providing mitigation
guidelines in the form of tables and graphs for the design
engineer.
The load for each microstripline is an
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) with a series
R-L-C input impedance, in which R = 14m, L = 1nH,
and C = 2pF. It is also assumed that the drivers for both
microstriplines have identical LOW and HIGH switching
state impedances.

relative voltage levels between the two conductors, the
electric and magnetic fields will be different.
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Fig. 1. Two coupled microstripline circuits and their associated circuit
capacitances and mutual inductance.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is sometimes necessary to place microstriplines close to
each other on a densely routed printed circuit board. One such
application might be a data bus application in which each
microstripline carries one bit of information, for example.
When two independent microstriplines are placed close to
each other, the impact of the coupling between them on their
signal propagation chara cteristics should not be neglected.
When two microstriplines are coupled to each other, crosstalk
between the two circuits can occur. This crosstalk can
propagate to the load of the victim’s circuit, which is referred
to as far-end crosstalk, or it can propagate back to the victim’s
source, which is referred to as near-end crosstalk. To help us
understand these two modes of crosstalk, Figure 1 shows two
coupled microstriplines and the associated circuit capacitances
and inductances. In this figure, the parameters Cab , Cac, and
C bc represent the capacitances between the two coductors, the
capacitance between conductor a and its reference plane, c,
and the capacitance between conductor b and its reference
plane, c, respectively. Inductance Lm represents the mutual
inductance between the two conductors. Of course, there is
also the self inductance for each individual circuit that is not
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the electromagnetic fields that can exist
between the two conductors. In this case, depending upon the
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Fig. 2. Electromagnetic fields from even and odd mode signal propagation.

For example, if both microstripline conductors a and b
simultaneously carry the same voltage, such that the potential
difference between them is zero volts, then the
electromagnetic fields shown in Figure 2(a) will be set up
between them. In this case, the magnetic fields from both
lines couple to each other, and ultimately cause an increase in
the inductance of each circuit. In other words, the mutual
inductance from a given line adds to the self inductance of the
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other line. In addition, since the potential difference between
the two lines is zero volts, the capacitance, C ab, shown in
Figure 1, does not exist. The mutual capacitance between the
two lines does not exist. Since the distance from each
microstripline’s signal conductor and its reference plane is the
same value, this situation leads to C ac = C bc, and is
approximated by the following relationship:
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can be ignored. These curves pertain to W=6mils. The
vertical axis represents the capacitances Cac and C bc in units of
pF/inch. The units for C ac, as shown in the formula, are
F/inch. If the gap capacitance, C ab exists, then the following
formula can be used to estimate this capacitance:
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In this case, h is the distance from a microstripline
conductor to its reference plane, W is the width of each
microstripline’s signal conductor, and s represents the edgeto-edge spacing between the two signal conductors. Figure 3
plots this equation for W = 6mils, and for different values of h
and s.
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In this case, the mutual capacitance is equal to Cm = C ab +
CacC bc/(C ac + C bc). Therefore, the mutual capacitance is larger
when the potential difference between the two conductors is
not equal to zero volts. The units of C ab in the above equation
are F/inch. Figure 5 highlights Cab , in units of nF/inch, for
4mils < s < 20 mils, and 4mils < h < 60mils. Note that for a
given edge-to-edge separation distance, s, this mutual
capacitance increases its value as h increases its value. In
addition, for a given value of h, the mutual capacitance
increases its value as the edge-to-edge separation distance, s,
decreases its value, as expected. The variable EEFF(h,W,t,
r)
represents the effective permittivity between the two
conductors.
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Fig. 3. Capacitances Cac and C bc (pF/inch) for 4mils < s <
2 0mils, and 4mils < h < 60mils.
As can be seen from Figure 3, the capacitances Cac and Cbc
decrease as h increases its value, as expected. In addition,
there is a slight sensitivity of this capacitance to the separation
distance, s. For small values of h, however, this sensitivity
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Fig. 4. Capacitance Cab (nF/inch) for 4mils < s < 20mils, and
4mils < h < 60mils.
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This capacitance only exists when the potential difference
between the two microstripline signal conductors is not zero
volts. If the potential difference between the two conductors
is zero volts, then C ab does not exist. Therefore, we have the
following two possibilities for describing the mutual
capacitance between the two conductors, a and b:
C m = 0.0 F/inch,

if

V a=Vb

C m = Cab+ CacC bc/(Cac+Cbc ) F/inch, if Va Vb
In the above equations, Va and Vb represent the voltages on
conductors a and b relative to the common reference plane, c.
Figure 5 highlights the mutual capacitance when Va Vb.

Figure 2(a), it should be clear that the mutual inductance from
either microstripline to the other microstripline adds to the self
inductance.
In the case when both microstripline signal conductors
simultaneously carry the same voltage, then the mutual
capacitance and mutual inductance are given by the following
expressions:
C m = 0.0F/inch,

if

Va =Vb

2

L m = L/{1+(s/h) } H/inch, if Va=Vb
The variable L represents the distributed inductance of each
microstripline when they are isolated from each other.
When both microstriplines simultaneously carry different
voltage levels, then the mutual capacitance and mutual
inductance are given by the following expressions:
C m = C ab + C acCbc/(Cac + C bc) F/inch, if Va Vb
Lm = L/{1+(s/h) 2} H/inch, if V a Vb
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Fig. 5. Mutual capacitance C m (pF/inch) for 4mils < s <
20mils, and 4mils < h < 60mils, when V a Vb.
Note that the mutual capacitance when Va Vb is larger
than the mutual capacitance when Va=Vb , and is also more
sensitive to the separation distance, s. In addition to the
mutual capacitances, Figure 1 shows the mutual inductance
that is due to the magnetic flux from one circuit being
captured by the other circuit through the loop area that is
presented by a given conductor and its reference plane. This
mutual inductance, L m, either adds to or subtracts from the self
inductance of a given microstripline. For example, from

Note that the mutual inductance does not depend upon the
relative voltages between the two conductors. The mutual
inductance either adds to or subtracts from the self inductance
of a given microstripline. Figure 6 shows the mutual
inductance as a function of the edge-to-edge separation
distance, s, and the microstripline height, h. The vertical axis
represents the mutual inductance and is in units of nH/inch.
As can be seen from Figure 6, for a given value of h, the
mutual inductance increases its value as the edge-to-edge
separation distance, s, decreases its value, as expected. In
addition, for a given edge-to-edge distance, s, the mutual
inductance increases its value as the microstripline height, h,
increases its value, also as expected. Increasing the value of h
causes an increase in the loop areas of the two circuits.
At this point, the mutual capacitances and inductance have
been characterized, and we are now in a position to discuss
how these mutual circuit parameters can cause crosstalk to
occur between the two microstripline circuits. Figure 7 shows
the setup for the crosstalk due to the mutual capacitance. In
this situation, the mutual capacitance allows for a
displacement current to flow between the aggressor and the
victim. Note how this displacement current is related to the
time rate of change of the aggressor’s signal at this location.
Also, this current is equally distributed in the forward (far-end)
and backward (near-end) directions. The forward direction
points towards the load, whereas the backward direction
points toward the source. Since the quantity dV bc(t)/dt is
related to the slope of the voltage, this quantity is then
inversely related to the risetime of the Vbc voltage.
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Fig. 7. Crosstalk due to the mutual capacitance between the two
microstriplines, which causes a displacement current to flow between the
aggresor’s circuit (b) and the victim’s circuit (a).

This displacement current “sees” the characteristic impedance
of the victim’s microstripline, Z O, in both directions and
produces the following voltage:
dVm1(t)/dz = ZoC m z(2.3/tr )e-2.3t/tr Vmax
hh (mil
ils )
Fig. 6. Mutual inductance, Lm, for 4mils < s < 20mils, and 4mils < h < 60mils.
The units of L m are nH/inch.

For example, the leading edge of most voltage waveforms can
be modelled by the following equation:
2 .3 t




s(t ) 
1 e tr 





The variable, tr, is equal to the risetime of the aggressor’s
signal, and the factor of 2.3 is used to cause the voltage to
reach 99.9% of its maximum value after three risetimes. After
one risetime, the voltage reaches 90% of its maximum value.
Figure 8 shows an example waveform that might represent a
logical HIGH voltage level. For this waveform, the derivative
o f the leading edge is equal to 2.3/tr , in which tr is the risetime
of the signal. Therefore, the displacement current can now be
expressed as:
C mz(2.3/t r)e-2.3t/trVmax

Far-End Crosstalk
Only the leading edge of the aggressor’s signal up through
the coupling length, z1, contributes to the crosstalk at the
location z1 that propagates towards the load. Therefore,
integrating the above equation with respect to the distance
variable, z, from 0 through z1, produces the following result
for the crosstalk at z1.
Vm1(t) = Z oC mz1(2.3/t r)e-2.3t/tr(1/2)Vmax
The factor of ½ appears in this equation because the
displacement current splits equally towards the load (far-end)
and towards the source (near-end). Vm1(t) is the voltage that
appears at the location z1. The amount of far-end crosstalk is
given by simply replacing z1 with L, which is the total
coupling length between the two microstriplines. The amount
of far-end crosstalk is a strong function of the risetime of the
aggressor’s signal, tr, the coupling length between the two
microstriplines, L, and the strength of the aggressor’s signal.
In addition, crosstalk is a function of the impedance of the
susceptible microstripline, ZO .
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from this voltage opposes changes in the flux from the
aggressor’s circuit.
The accumulative far-end (load) inductive crosstalk voltage
is given by integrating both sides of the above equation from
z=0inches to z1 inches and leads to the following result:

L 2.3
Vm2 (t )  m
e
ZO t r

Leading Edge

Fig. 8. Example waveform that represents a logical “1” voltage level.

For now, we are treating the characteristic impedance of the
line as a constant value. Later, we will see that this
impedance does also depend upon the mutual capacitance and
the mutual inductance. The mutual inductance also causes a
voltage to be induced onto the victim’s microstripline as
shown in Figure 9.
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Fig.9. The induced voltage on the victim’s microstripline conductor,
a, due to the mutual inductance between the two circuits.

dV2 (t )
di (t )
d 
V (t )  L dV z1 (t )
Lm z1 Lm  z1  m
dz
dt
dt  ZO  ZO dt
The voltage, Vz1(t) is the voltage from the aggressor’s
microstripline at the location z1.
Using dVz1(t)/dt =
(2.3/tr)e-2.3t/tr Vmax, leads to the following result for dV2(t)/dz.

dV2 (t ) Lm 2.3

e
dz
ZO t r

2 . 3t
tr

Vmax


2 . 3t
tr

1

z1  
V max
2 

The factor of ½ is needed because the induced voltage on
the victim’s line is evenly split between the far-end and nearend voltages due to Kirchoff’s voltage law. The sum of the
far-end and near-end differential voltages at z1 must equal to
the voltage dV2(t)/dz. For far-end (load) crosstalk calculations,
note that the overall crosstalk voltage is Vm1(t)-Vm2(t), with z1
equal to L, since the mutually inductive component subtracts
from the mutually capacitive component, as shown in Figure 7
and Figure 9. In this case,

V (t )crosstalk load Vm1 (t ) Vm 2 (t )
2.3L
V (t )crosstalk load 
e
2t r

2 . 3t
tr


L 
C m ZO  m 
Vmax

Z
O



It is emphasized again that we are assuming that the
characteristic impedances for both microstriplines are
identical and are equal to Z O . This situation is mostly true for
weakly
coupled
microstriplines.
Weakly
coupled
microstriplines exist whenever the center-to-center
separataion distance between the two microstriplines is large,
or the height, h, is very small. However, for strongly coupled
microstriplines, this impedance depends upon the switching
voltage relationships between the two microstriplines.
Figure 10 shows the impedances for each microstripline, ZO ,
for edge-to-edge separation distances between 4mils and
20mils. As can be seen from Figure 10, the impedances for
Va Vb, and for Va=Vb, converge only for small h and when
the edge-to-edge separation distance, s, is rather large (20mils).
The converged value is about . For larger values of h,
separation distances greater than 20mils are needed to cause
the microstripline impedances to not be sensitive to the
relationship between Va and Vb. Figure 10 also includes the
impedances for isolated microstriplines, in which the edge-toedge separation distances are large. These isolated impedances
are typically produced by impedance calculators, and usually
don’t consider the effects of the mutual capacitance and
inductance, from nearby microstriplines, on the characteristic
impedance.

Lenz’s Law states that the polarity of this induced voltage on
the victim’s microstripline is such that the current produced
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Fig. 10. Characteristic impedances, ZO , of each microstripline as a function of
h , and for different values of s.

Given that we now have a good understanding of the
relationship between ZO , h, and s, Figures 11 and 12 show
plots of the following far-end coupling coefficient when Va
Vb and when Va = Vb, respectively, over the coupling length,
L=5inches:

L
Cm Z O  m
ZO
Figure 11 shows that there exist regions of h in which the farend crosstalk coefficient is positive (mutual capacitance
dominates) or negative (mutual inductance dominates).
Figure 12 shows that the far-end coupling coefficient when
V a=Vb is entirely negative, meaning that only the mutual
inductance contributes to the far-end crosstalk. Figures 11
and 12 were generated with W=6mils. Figure 11 also shows
that for a given edge-to-edge separation distance, s, there
exists a single value of h in which the far-end crosstalk
coefficient is equal to zero when Va Vb . For example, when
s = 4mils, and h = 7.0mils, then the far-end crosstalk
coefficient equals zero when Va Vb. However, the far-end
-11
crosstalk coefficient is equal to -1.7(10 ) when Va =Vb , and
when h=7.0mils.

Fig. 11. Far-end coupling coefficient {C mZ O – Lm /Z O} when Va is not equal to
Vb over the entire coupling length L=5inches. Adjacent curves are separated
by 2mils in their values of the edge-to-edge distance, s.

We are now in a position to perform some simulations in
order to further our understanding of far-end crosstalk.
II. SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 13 shows the four possible switching scenarios
between the victim and aggressor microstriplines. Figure 12
shows the simulation results, from a model derived by the
author, for the following values of the microstripline variables:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

L = 5 inches;
tr = 3ns;
Conductor width, W = 6mils;
Conductor heights, h = 5mils;
Conductor thickness, t = 1.4mils;
Maximum/Minimum voltage amplitudes for both
signals = 2.7V and 0.4V;
(7) Edge-to-edge distance between the two lines = s =
4mils;
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(8) 
r = 4.0;
(9) Driver output HIGH and LOW impedances = 10;
and,
(10) 

ZEVEN = 65.6and ZODD = 58.3

Fig. 13. Four possible switching scenarios that can produce crosstalk. Blue:
Aggressor, Purple: Victim, Black: Crosstalk, Red: Victim + Crosstalk

S==334 miils

S
S=4m
mills

Fig. 12. Far-end coupling coefficient {Cm ZO – Lm /ZO } when Va is equal to Vb
over the entire coupling length L=5inches. Adjacent curves are separated by
2 mils in their values of the edge-to-edge distance, s.

The variables ZEVEN and ZODD are intended to represent the
two different impedances when Va=Vb and when Va Vb,
respectively. In this case, Va and Vb can be equal to either
2.7V or 0.4V. From Figures 13 and 14, it is clear that the
crosstalk is maximized when the aggressor’s voltage level is
2.7V. Figure 14 indicates that the maximum peak magnitude
of the far-end even mode crosstalk is equal to about 60mV,
and occurs when Va=2.7V and Vb=2.7V. On the other hand,
the maximum peak magnitude of the far-end odd mode
crosstalk is equal to about 40mV, and occurs when Va=0.4V
and Vb=2.7V. The voltage, Vb , is the voltage of the
aggressor’s signal.

Fig. 14. Blue: Even mode crosstalk when the aggressor’s voltage is equal to
VOH = 2.7V and the victim’s voltage is also 2.7V; Red: Odd mode crosstalk
when the aggressor’s voltage is equal to VOL = 2.7V and the victim’s voltage
is 0.4V. Note the triangular shape of far-end crosstalk. Each vertical division
is 30mV. The maximum magnitude of the even mode crosstalk is about
62mV, whereas the maximum magnitude of the odd mode crosstalk is about
40mV.

Note how the even mode crosstalk is characterized with a
polarity that is opposite of the rate of change (slope) of the
aggressor’s signal. On the rising edge of the aggressor’s
signal, the crosstalk is negative, and on the falling edge of the
aggressor’s signal, the crosstalk is positive. This relationship
is expected since only the mutual inductance contributes to the
even mode crosstalk, and the subsequent crosstalk coefficient
is negative, as was shown in Figure 12.
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The temporal locations of these peak crosstalk voltage
levels occur along the rising and falling edges of the
aggressor’s signal, which emphasizes the fact that far-end
crosstalk occurs along these two edges of the aggressor’s
signal. Also note that the general shape of the crosstalk
voltage is triangular.
It is also of interest to understand the crosstalk levels when
the bit rate of the aggressor’s signal is twice the bit rate of the
victim’s signal. Figures 15 and 16 highlight this performance.
As can be seen from Figure 16, the maximum crosstalk
voltage is about 137 mV, and occurs at the location in which
the aggressor ’s voltage switches from a LOW level to a HIGH
level. Note that the peak crosstalk level is about twice the
crosstalk level when the aggressor’s bit rate is equal to the
victim’s bit rate.

reduction. However, the model predicts that the first peak
value will increase its magnitude, because although the odd
mode mutual capacitance decreased its value, as predicted by
Figure 5, the odd mode impedance of the victim’s
microstripline increased its value by 2.2. The first peak in
the crosstalk is due to odd mode coupling, since Va V b. In
this case, the rate at which the odd mode impedance increased
its value exceeded the rate at which the odd mode mutual
capacitance decreased its value, causing an overall increase in
the odd mode far-end crosstalk level. Reducing the far-end
crosstalk can be accomplished by either increasing the
risetime of the aggressor’s signal, or by increasing the edgeto-edge spacing between the two microstriplines.

Increasing the risetime of the aggressor’s signal can also
reduce the crosstalk levels. Figure 17 shows the crosstalk
levels when the aggressor’s risetime is increased from 3ns to
4ns. The maximum magnitude of the crosstalk voltage was
reduced from 137mV to about 103mV, a reduction of 24.8%.
Figure 17 pertains to the case in which the aggressor’s bit rate
is twice the victim’s bit rate.

Fig. 16. Crosstalk between two coupled microstriplines when the bit rate of
the aggressor’s signal is twice the bit rate of the victim’s signal. The
maximum magnitude of the crosstalk is about 137mV, and also occurs when
the aggressor’s signal switches states. Each vertical division is equal to
30mV.

Fig. 15. Crosstalk between two coupled microstriplines when only the bit rate
of the aggressor’s signal is twice the bit rate of the victim’s signal.

Finally, Figure 18 shows the results when the edge-to-edge
separation distance, s, is increased from 4mils to 12mils. The
new even and odd mode impedances are equal to ZEVEN
=63.2 and ZODD =60.5, respectively. The previous even
and odd mode impedances were Z EVEN = 65.6 and ZODD =
58.3The even mode impedance decreased its value,
whereas the odd mode impedance increased its value. In this
case, the far-end crosstalk is reduced in its maximum peak
magnitude value from 137mV to 87mV, which is a 36.5%
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Fig. 17. Crosstalk between two coupled microstriplines when the bit rate of
the aggressor’s signal is twice the bit rate of the victim’s signal, and the
aggressor’s risetime is increased from 3ns to 4ns. The maximum magnitude
of the crosstalk is about 103 mV, and represents a 24.8% decrease.

component dominates the overall crosstalk. The green region
indicates the values of h and s that lead to positive crosstalk
voltage levels, and also indicates the values of h and s in
which the capacitive component dominates the overall
crosstalk.
The material presented in this paper can be studied in more
detail with the signal integrity interactive learning
environment that can be found at www.the-signal-and-powerintegrity-institute.com.

Fig. 18. Far-end crosstalk when the edge-to-edge separation distance is
increased from 4mils to 12mils.

Table 1. Odd mode crosstalk multiplication factor matrix.

The far-end crosstalk can also be displayed in the form of
matrices. For example, Table 1 shows the odd mode crosstalk
multiplication factor matrix, such that when multiplied by the
maximum magnitude of the aggressor’s signal, provides an
estimate of the expected crosstalk voltage. For example, the
[i,j] entry in Table 1 corresponds to h=i+4 mils, and S=j+W+4
mils. When [i,j] = [0,0], for example, then h=0+4=4mils, and
S=0+W+4=10mils, when W=6mils. In this case, the crosstalk
multiplication factor is 32.81. This number is then multiplied
by 1.0e-3 to obtain the crosstalk factor. If the maximum
magnitude of the aggressor’s signal is +2.7V, then the
expected odd mode crosstalk voltage is equal to 88.6mV.
On the other hand, Table 2 shows the even mode crosstalk
multiplication factor matrix. In this case, the [0,0] entry is
equal to -12.36, which, after being multiplied by 1.0e-3, leads
to an even mode crosstalk value of -33.3mV when the
maximum magnitude of the aggressor’s signal is 2.7V. Tables
such as Table 1 and Table 2 are very useful design tools for
estimating the crosstalk voltages. If other values of L, tr, and
V max exist, then just multiply the values obtained from either
matrix by {L actual/5inches}{3e-9 seconds/tr(actual)}{Vmax/2.7V}
in order to extract the new actual crosstalk voltage. For
example, with L actual= 7inches, tr(actual)=2ns, and Vmax=1.0V,
then the new odd and even mode crosstalk voltages are equal
to 25.5mV and -9.6mV, respectively.

Table 2. Even mode crosstalk multiplication factor matrix.

Finally, Figure 19 shows the odd mode crosstalk polarity
plot. From Figure 19, the red region indicates the values of h
and s that lead to negative crosstalk voltage levels, and also
indicates the values of h and s in which the inductive crosstalk
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Fig. 19. Far-end odd mode crosstalk polarity plot. Red: Negative crosstalk
(mutual inductance dominates), Green: Positive crosstalk (mutual capacitance
dominates)
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